
Evrin is a duo from the Netherlands that consists of Eve Terschegget (vocals) and Riny Raijmakers 
(vocals, guitar). Eve and Riny met each other in 2012 and soon they developed an organic blend of 
Eve's jazzy and bluesy voice - inspired by Billie Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald, Amy Winehouse - and 
singer/songwriter Riny - inspired by Bob Dylan, Tom Waits, Ry Cooder and Gram Parsons. 

In 2015 Evrin released their debut CD, 'Be Still'. The CD is a road trip through the musical 
landscape which binds Eve and Riny, but it is also a tribute to all the singers, musicians and 
songwriters who inspired them, and  still inspire them to this day. The sound they created on 'Be 
Still' takes you back to the 70s, 60s and even decades further in time. About half a dozen 
musicians sparsely colour the songs. Songs that combine Americana, Folk, Jazz and Blues and 
simultaneously tell a story in every track. 'Be Still'  was recorded at Sing-Sing Studio in Friesland 
by producer Milan Ciric. 

In the meantime Evrin's songs have been played on several radio stations in the Netherlands and 
they did some live performances on radio and TV as well. In March 2016 they are going to be the 
support act for  American singer/songwriter Dayna Kurtz twice. Both concerts are already sold out. 
Now Eve and Riny want to spread their wings, cross the borders and see where it leads them.  

Blogger Bastiaan Kooman wrote a review of their album:
‘I love musicians who are not afraid to take an unconventional approach and not tread the trodden 
paths. Riny and Eve are those kinds of musicians. Riny is a typical storyteller with an acoustic 
guitar, while Eve – with her powerful voice – gives it that jazzy kind of feel. Together they are Evrin 
and recently they released their first album ‘Be Still’. The acoustic album is a successful mix of folk, 
blues and jazz and has a wonderful warm sound. Riny writes all of the songs while Eve sings most 
of them. On the album they are accompanied by a sextet who sparsely colours their music. ‘
 
 Richard Wagenaar review for " The next gig " about Evrin's cd " Be Still "  wrote:
‘Dutch Americana duo Evrin (Eve and Riny) releases a convincing album, ‘Be Still’. Thirteen 
beautiful songs, well-cared for and softly performed. Especially in both their voices there’s a 
beautiful rough edge to it. Something that reveals itself in the first two songs that Eve sings, ‘In 
Your Arms’ and ‘Flying High’. Pretty examples that match the album, where Riny in other songs 
sings the lead vocals too. You will notice the background of both Evrin members. You can hear the 
jazz influences In the songs Eve sings, on the other hand there’s Riny who sounds more like an old 
cowboy singing his songs at a campfire. It gives the album a diversity and a clash of styles.’…’The 
sparse and stripped down arrangements take their music back to its essence. No clamour, the 
stories count and get a lot of space. Absolutely the strongest songs are ‘Walking in Rainbows’ and 
the very sensitive ‘Kamboja Flowers’. Evrin succeeded to deliver a varied and well taken care of 
Americana album coloured with some jazzy details. An accomplishment that tastes like more.’
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